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Autonomous “...” and the law!



Why is this important to discuss?
In short:

Because it is the future



AI or Autonomous Classes? 
1L
2L
3L



Autonomous “...” Initial Thoughts
● Automobiles
● Other



In The Year 1900
Would it have been odd to discuss legal implications of:

● Emails
● Money Transfers Via Wire Communications



Autonomous Vehicles
We could discuss or apply these thoughts to any autonomous machine, however, 
Autonomous Vehicles seem to be the most pressing example that has been 
addressed in the news and in society.
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Autonomous Vehicles 
Who is responsible? 

● Owner of the Vehicle?
● Manufacturer of the Vehicle?

○ What if the company required that the code be written, regardless who wrote it?
○ What if the manufacturer of the vehicle is not the manufacturer of the technology? 

● The Programmer?
○ Is the programmer off the hook because they were in a position to either write the code or be 

fired?
○ What if the programmer were the proprietor of the code: developed and either sold to a third 

party for use or was personally acquired as an employee or consultant to deploy the code in 
another product?
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How should local, state and federal government agencies handle this new 
technology?

● Fact is, Autonomous Vehicles have killed people…
○ Every year, there are roughly 1.25 million deaths associated with automobile accidents

■ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_traffic-related_death_rate
○ There have been (from what I can find) 4 deaths related to Autonomous Vehicles

■ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_self-driving_car_fatalities
○ Do the social and societal potentials outweigh the cost of human life? 

■ Do we trust our government to make that decision?
■ Should our government make that decision for the world or should it be a consensus?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_traffic-related_death_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_self-driving_car_fatalities
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Autonomous Vehicles 
How should local, state and federal government agencies handle this new 
technology?

● Should they allow this to continue until things get really bad?

OR

● Should they proactively set some bar of regulation?
● How would more or less regulation affect the growth of this technology?

○ More regulation limits willing participants and therefore brainpower to push these technologies 
forward

○ Less regulation allows for rapid growth but raises the potential for harm and thus the need to 
figure out liability - This is where you all will come in :)



Autonomous Vehicles 
How should local and federal government agencies handle this new technology?

● If regulation and litigation is the answer:
○ How much or little?



States That Have Adopted or Enforced Some Sort of Policy

https://tinyurl.com/yavas5gj
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States That Have Adopted or Enforced Some Sort of Policy
Arizona: Mar 19, 2018

● https://tinyurl.com/y7v8xdl7

https://tinyurl.com/y7v8xdl7


States That Have Adopted or Enforced Some Sort of Policy

Arizona: Following this incident

Linda Bailey, the executive director of the National Association of City Transportation Officials (Nacto) said 
in an interview that there has not been enough regulatory oversight of testing and that some governments 
are overwhelmed trying to understand autonomous technology and its limitations.
“There’s an essential role for the public sector in regulating the safety of these vehicles, which has been 
largely left to private companies,”

Tempe’s mayor, Mark Mitchell, defended the city’s ongoing support of autonomous vehicles in a 
statement Monday, saying: “All indications we had in the past show that traffic laws are being obeyed by 
the companies testing here.”

https://twitter.com/AZMayorMitchell/status/975814538959388678


What About The Code Itself?

If Number_of_People_on_Left < Number_People_on_Right

Hit(Number_of_People_on_Left)

Else:

Hit(Number_of_People_on_Right)
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What About The Code Itself?

● Who is responsible?
● Who chooses who dies?

○ Is this a legal issue or a moral issue?



What About The Code Itself?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trolley_problem



What About The Code Itself?

This is effectively the same idea, however, no parties directly involved with the 
crash have a say, creating a new question not of God and the potential 
intervention of Man but a programmer playing God and Man!



What About The Code Itself?

Then comes the dilemma of “Save those inside the car” or “Save those outside of 
the car.”

https://tinyurl.com/yc6po8b5
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What About The Code Itself?
In the U.S. we would see this as a numbers issue. How about elsewhere?

● Potentially, this code will be distributed globally
○ Code written by Americans may not take into account the values, morals, and ethics of those 

in other countries
○ In America, we generally value the “number” of people killed or effected.

■ Less is better!
○ What would be some potential differences in values, ethics, and morals as it would apply to 

this problem in different countries and societies?
■ Age over Number
■ Education level over Age or Number, etc.
■ Should we be in charge of making these decisions for everyone?



How Does The Engineering Community Feel?

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E National Society of Professional Engineers

“In the event of an unavoidable crash, does the vehicle’s system choose the 
outcome that will likely result in the greatest potential for safety for the vehicle's 
passengers or does the vehicles software system instead choose an option in 
which the least amount of potential harm is done to any of those involved in an 
accident, such as having the car crash into a stationary object (e.g., telephone 
pole, etc.) with the probability of causing some passengers serious but non-life 
threatening injuries instead of striking and potentially causing a fatal injury to a 
pedestrian, cyclist, or motorcycle rider?”

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E


How Does The Engineering Community Feel?

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E National Society of Professional Engineers

This is great, however, how do you program a computer to “slightly” injure 
someone, but do not kill them. Maybe a broken leg or broken arm, ribs at most, 
but no puncture wounds...

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E
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Quotes from this review:
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How Does The Engineering Community Feel?

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E National Society of Professional Engineers

Quotes from this review:

“New engineering breakthroughs frequently introduce different ways of thinking 
about engineering ethics.” 

● Example: Money over time to market…
○ How much testing is reasonable relative to the financial, ethical, and potential legal costs 

should something go wrong.
○ Generally, in the world of computer science, this is called BETA testing where it is a 

good thing to release an early version of software to have users provide feedback and 
find potential bugs

○ The difference is that these are 1,000lb machines that can kill people! 

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E


How Does The Engineering Community Feel?

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E National Society of Professional Engineers

Quotes from this review:

Conclusion

...“In light of the fact that engineers should strive to do no harm in the performance 
of their professional services...That being said, to address the specific question 
posed in the case, Engineer A has an obligation to state that the prime ethical 
obligation of the vehicle operation is to minimize harm to affect the least number of 
persons.”

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E


How Does The Engineering Community Feel?

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E National Society of Professional Engineers

Quotes from this review:

Takeaway from previous slide!

“Engineer A has an obligation to state that the prime ethical obligation of the 
vehicle operation is to minimize harm to affect the least number of persons.”

https://perma.cc/W37P-XY7E
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● What are the potential positives?
○ Increase in need for lawyers to sort out these issues?
○ Lucrative opportunities for those that become pioneers in the field?
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What implications will Autonomous “...” have on your careers personally? 

● What are the potential negatives?
○ Bitcoin 

■ How will Bitcoin play a part in this?

● Bitcoin is not the driver
○ The underlying technology Bitcoin, Blockchain is the driver

● Ethereum - Smart Contracts

 https://www.ethereum.org/  

https://www.ethereum.org/
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What implications will Autonomous “...” have on your careers personally? 

● Where are all the Blacksmiths?
● Autonomous “...” is replacing jobs

○ Is this bad? 
○ Blacksmiths are not as prevalent and somehow the world still goes round! Right?

● This is true, however, the curve of job replacement has never been so steep
○ Kai-Fu Lee - 60 Minutes, the Father of AI - https://tinyurl.com/y9u3kna2

■ “The invention of the steam engine, the sewing machine, electricity, have all displaced jobs. And we've gotten 
over it. The challenge of AI is this 40 percent, whether it is 15 or 25 years, is coming faster than the previous 
revolutions.”
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What implications will Autonomous “...” have on your careers personally? 

● For example; Why are Tax Laws so complicated? 
○ There are many reasons but in short:

■ Tax Laws are difficult to navigate in order to protect the “tax” industry

● Ethereum and Smart Contracts
○ If anything that is Autonomous can be predicted, at least to a fault, and, removing human 

judgement, Smart Contracts could have the ability to handle all responsibilities that fall to the 
sea of lawyers that spend time arguing intent, premeditation, fault, etc. 
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What implications will Autonomous “...” have on your careers personally? 

● Ethereum and Smart Contracts
○ We will always need lawyers because humans are humans, however, what if an entire legal 

sector were taken off the table?

■ Automobiles

■ Faulty Machinery

■ Etc.

○ Would this remove the incentive to become a lawyer, effectively removing the competition to 
be the best lawyer, thus not providing society in general with the brightest minds on the task of 
the law or will going into the legal profession become, “Eh, maybe I’ll go to law school if that 
job at the American Eagle doesn’t work out.”


